
Lady of the Snakes, Rachel Pastan, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Trade & Reference Publishers, 2009,
0156035057, 9780156035057, 320 pages. Jane Levitsky is a bright light in the field of nineteenth-century
Russian literature, making her name as an expert on the novels of Grigory Karkov and the diaries of his wife,
the long-suffering Masha Karkova. Jane is also wife to sweet, reasonable Billy and mother to lovable (if
demanding) Maisie, roles she's finding surprisingly challenging to juggle along with her ambitions. But when
Jane uncovers evidence that Masha may have been more than muse and helpmeet to her famous husband, she
seizes her ticket to academic superstardom. Little does she know that she has set in motion a chain of events
that will come perilously close to unraveling both her marriage and her career. "Lady of the Snakes" will be
instantly familiar--and instantly unforgettable--to any woman who has ever aspired to have it all.. 

The Wife A Novel, Meg Wolitzer, Apr 13, 2004, Fiction, 224 pages. Meg Wolitzer'sprevious books
includeSleepwalking, This Is Your Life,andSurrender, Dorothy.She lives in New York City with her husband
and two sons..

The Middle Place , Kelly Corrigan, Jan 8, 2008, Biography & Autobiography, 272 pages. Traces a San
Francisco newspaper columnist's life experiences as evaluated during her late thirties, describing her
relationships with her husband, children, and Irish-American ....

The Death of a Constant Lover A Nick Hoffman Mystery, Lev Raphael, May 22, 2000, Fiction, 288 pages.
With his tenure review rapidly approaching, Nick Hoffman is doing his best to avoid trouble, until the murder
of a professor's son draws him into another dangerous ....

Last Exit to Brooklyn , Hubert Selby, 1988, Fiction, 304 pages. The decadence and violence of the urban
streets is graphically portrayed in a novel set in a New York slum.

The Firebird's Vengeance A Novel of Isavalta, Sarah Zettel, Aug 1, 2004, Fiction, 416 pages. Having
journeyed to the world of Isavalta, where she discovered secrets about her family and her own latent magical
powers, Bridget Lederle learns that her believed-dead ....

Olive Kitteridge , Elizabeth Strout, 2008, Fiction, 286 pages. The world of Olive Kitteridge, a retired school
teacher in a small coastal town in Maine, is revealed in stories that explore her diverse roles in many lives,
including a ....

Stewardsville , Ben Price, Aug 16, 2005, Fiction, . .

Hidden Moon An Inspector O Novel, James Church, Oct 28, 2008, Fiction, 304 pages. Inspector O returns
from a mission abroad, only to find himself embroiled in an investigation into a bank robbery, the first ever in
Pyongyang, in a case that is complicated by ....

Pacific Street , Cecelia Holland, 1992, Fiction, 260 pages. A small black woman and an Indian carpenter form
a conspiracy against an enticing blond performer for the Shining Light saloon, in a vivid tale set against the
backdrop of the ....



Belonging A Tale of Downieville and California's Modern Gold Country, Bill Pieper, Jun 1, 2006, Fiction,
196 pages. A must-read for anyone interested in the people and places of the modern Sierra Nevada Mountains
and their foothills. Moral dilemmas cut both ways as newcomers learn unexpected ....

Starrigger , John DeChancie, May 31, 1998, Fiction, . Independent space trucker Jake McGraw, accompanied
by his father Sam, who inhabits the body of truck itself, his starrig, picks up a beautiful hitchhiker, Darla, and
a trailer ....

The Broken Statue , Bob Perry, Nov 1, 2006, Fiction, 276 pages. Buried in the red soil of the Oklahoma
prairie is a secret only Charlie McDonagh can fully reveal. Charlie is an ordinary man who is witness to
extraordinary events and people ....

Bamboo and Blood An Inspector O Novel, James Church, Nov 25, 2008, Fiction, 294 pages. In a late 1990s
North Korea, a younger Inspector O is working Pyongyang as the country's nuclear missile program begins to
escalate and as the wife of a North Korean diplomat ....
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